custom kitchens.
built to taste.
Welcome to your Pepper kitchen. Like every good dish, your kitchen
should reflect who you are. It should welcome you in and awaken your
senses. Bold. Distinctive. Unexpected.
Pepper delivers that and more. We’ve designed a kitchen cabinet
experience quite unlike any other. Much like you. With numerous options
to help bring your vision and personality to life.
Flexibility is at the heart of every Pepper kitchen. Start with one of our
designer-curated recipes and pepper in your own tastes. Or create
something completely unique and amazing with our pantry of options.
Regardless of how you go about it, you can feel confident that
you’re making something guaranteed to impress. A kitchen that’s
uncommonly customizable and made with expert craftsmanship. A
signature space that’s designed to suit your tastes and lifestyle, and all
at an exceptional value.
Read on to see what’s shakin’ in your Pepper kitchen.

kitchens.
à la you.
• 		1 0 D O O R S T Y L E S

We all have our own tastes. Pepper offers all the options to

• 		2 W O O D T Y P E S

create the kitchen you see when you close your eyes and

Heritage

U N C O M M O N LY C U S T O M I Z A B L E

dream. Perfection for your palette. Just as delightful to family

• 		1 2 D E S I G N E R - S E L E C T E D S T A I N C O L O U R S /

and guests.

		W O O D F I N I S H E S

Whether you’re a traditionalist or modernist or somewhere in

• 		1 3 D E S I G N E R - S E L E C T E D P A I N T C O L O U R S

between, Pepper has the right set of ingredients to make your
dream kitchen come to life. We’re constantly scouring the
industry and keeping a close eye on designer blogs and shows
to see what’s hot and what’s next. Pepper gives you literally
hundreds of combinations of choices with numerous door
styles, edge profiles, paint and stain colours, door hardware
and other convenience & usability options.

• 		W I D E R A N G E O F D O O R H A R D W A R E
• 		D O Z E N S O F U P G R A D E O P T I O N S
• 		F U L L Y C U S T O M I Z A B L E L A Y O U T S

EXPERT
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Functionality. Feel. Finish. While tastes may
vary, the need for quality and practicality is
universal. When we say Pepper kitchens are
crafted to an exceptional level, it’s more than
just words on a page.
Our construction process is the perfect
combination of man and machine. We use
state-of-the-art computer-aided machining
to cut pieces with the utmost precision,
while all components are hand-assembled
by master craftspeople with immaculate
attention to detail.
Our industry-leading 2K Polyurethane
paints and stains offer superior scratch and
moisture resistance. Applied using top-ofthe-line robotics, then hand-sanded between
coats by one of our experts, they offer a
near flawless, high-end finish. Add to this
Pepper’s comprehensive inspection process,
and kitchen construction has never looked
so good.

Pepper standard features include:
1

2

Blind dado joinery

3

Fridge-top

4

Fridge side

5

2 banks of 3

5/8” melamine

in all cabinets and

cabinets 26” deep to

panels for a seamless

drawers*, plus an extra

on all drawer sides and

drawers for a sleeker

better line up with the

look. No more distasteful

drawer on top of each

bases, standard. No ugly

finish. It’s all in the

front of the appliance.

side-fridge.

12”+ cabinet.

metal sides. No flimsy

details.

Cleaner look, easier

Way more drawers.

drawer bottoms. Just

access.

darn solid drawers.

OFFERING
EXCEPTIONAL
VA L U E

2

You get out what you put in.
Pepper kitchens are chock full
of options that most cabinet
companies would charge extra

1

for, and it shows. Some you
will notice right away. Some
will delight when you least
expect it. All are part of what we

3

have defined as our minimum
standard of quality. A standard

5

well beyond industry norms.

4

6

5

6

Pull-out trash bin*

7

Industry-leading

8

Soft-close drawers

9

Full-extension

10

3 roll-out drawers

to conceal garbage and

2K Polyurethane paints

and cabinet doors.

drawer slides reveal

for better access in all

save floor space. We’ve

& stains. A simply

Sshhh.

the whole drawer tray.

pantries*. That’s how

pulled out all the stops.

superior surface finish.

Maximum accessibility.

we roll.

*Where space permits.

10
7

9

6
8

show-stopping
recipes.
D E S I G N E R - C U R AT E D R E C I P E S
T H AT S U I T Y O U R S T Y L E
While we love giving our customers the opportunity to customize their
kitchen, we also know picking your kitchen finishes from hundreds
of possible combinations can be a daunting task. So we asked our
designer to clear the countertop and make it simpler for you to create a
beautiful, designer-inspired kitchen.
After weeks of scrutiny and hard work, they curated four distinct
cabinet lines, each with a narrowed down suite of door styles, colours,
hardware and edge profiles that work beautifully together.
Pepper’s four designer-curated lines are:
Heritage | Farm & Cottage | Urban | Euro
How does it work?
To get started, simply choose the line that best suits your taste and
make your choices from the recommended finishes in that line. Of
course, you can pepper in your own taste by choosing finishes outside
of your chosen designer line to make it unmistakably you.

HERITAGE

LINE

Classic. Traditional. Natural.
For traditionalists with a love of ornate design and
craftsmanship, the Heritage line brings together classic
style and natural finishes. Create that sense of comfort
and belonging you feel when you walk into an older home –
now combined with all the modern conveniences.

HERITAGE
Classic. Traditional. Natural.

LINE

Notes from our experts
Classic and ornate, the Heritage line offers a present-day take
on design traditions of yesteryear. Homey and inviting with
warm colours and natural textures. This is where you’ll find
decorative tapware, ornamental moldings, and elegant glass
cabinetry. Classic woodgrains and stains provide tasteful
contrast with calming off-whites, creams and beiges.

Duchess

Marquess

Viscount

EDGE PROFILES

Exterior W

Exterior A

Exterior C

FARM &
COTTAGE

LINE

Homey. Comfortable. Inviting.
For those who appreciate a sense of comfort and casual good
taste, the Farm & Cottage line combines an inviting feel with
softer, earthy colours. From wooded sanctuary to lakeside
blues and whites, the feel is less stark than our more modern
lines, but maintains a touch of class.

FARM & COTTAGE
Homey. Comfortable. Inviting.

LINE

Notes from our experts
Kitchens that capture the casual, comfortable feel of home.
From the informal country style of rural craftsmanship to the
easy, breezy timelessness of a coastal cottage. These are
serene places to reside. Softly spoken neutrals – off-whites,
grays, beiges – meet with splashes of blue, from soft to Navy.
A step to the decorative from our Euro and Urban lines, but not
too ornate. Understated and hardworking.

Camden

Guilford

Archibald

EDGE PROFILES

Exterior B

Square

Exterior C

URBAN

LINE

Contemporary. Classic. Timeless.
For the modern-minded homeowner seeking a contemporary
feel that won’t age quickly. A design philosophy embodied by
the shaker door – around forever, yet forever in style. Clean
lines with a touch of decoration. Forward-thinking, inspired by
design that transcends time.

URBAN

LINE

Contemporary. Classic. Timeless.

Notes from our experts
The shaker door typifies urban style. A classic door that
maintains its contemporary feel thanks to the simplicity of
its design. Shake in a little you with a choice of subtle interior
profiles. Go with a neutral or bright palette and highlight
with bold accents. Soft whites and greys meet deeper grays
and blacks. Simple, clean lines remain, but with them the
opportunity to introduce more industrial qualities, hence
blacks and bulkier metals.

Shaker

Bevel Shaker

EDGE PROFILES

Square

1/8” Bevel

Boston Shaker

EURO

LINE

Modern. Clean. Minimalist.
For those seeking a kitchen that stands out by making as
little noise as possible. Inspired by the latest European design
trends, flat panels, clean lines and straight edges gently draw
you in before aggressive textures hit you with striking impact.
Welcome to the kitchen of tomorrow – no time travel required.

EURO
Modern. Clean. Minimalist.

LINE

Notes from our experts
Clean lines, no fuss, pure simplicity. The Euro style mixes
stark, silky smooth painted finishes with bold woodgrains for
a striking-yet-sleek combination. Hardware follows the same
rules as doors and finishes. Nothing too ornate. Square edges,
clean aesthetic. Simple, functional, minimalist. Magnificent.

Nordic Almond
EDGE PROFILES

Square

Nordic Baroque

Nordic Weathered
Walnut

